How does a former employee obtain copies of pay stubs during their employment?

Tell Me

Non-active NinerNET users (past students and past employees) must use Legacy Banner Self Service to obtain pay stubs during the time they were employed.

1. Former employees need to setup a password for Legacy Banner Self Service before they're able to log in
2. Log into Legacy Banner Self Service

Note
Active NinerNET students and Employees must use My UNC Charlotte.

Related FAQs

- How do I reconcile my last paycheck of the year to my Form W-2?
- How do I change the withholding on my Form W-4 and NC-4?
- How do I view or edit my personal (non-uncc) address or phone number in Banner?
- Why are vacation balances no longer shown on my pay stub earnings summary?
- Why are there four wage amounts listed on my Form W-2?